Emmanuelle Vaugier is one 'gritty' role away from becoming Hollywood star
2015

Canadian film and television actress, singer and model
Rose to prominence with role in "Two and a Half Men"
Starred in film "Teen Lust"
Emmanuelle Vaugier is an actress who in the eyes of several entertainment observers is one 'gritty' role away
from becoming recognized as a Hollywoodstar. She is an actress who has developed herself into the 'complete'
package as an actress.
Her acting range is extensive and sensational and she has the jawdropping gorgeous looks of a model along
with the personality to play any type of role whether it be as a femme fatale or sophisticated leading lady. The
only thing missing is that role in which she plays a complex, challenging character burdened by character flaws
which force her to reveal her emotions and find a way to deal with the situation.
Such a role can be found in any genre whether it be an actionadventure role, serious drama or comedy but she
needs that one 'defining' role which puts her in a position in which she has to display some exceptional intestinal
fortitude and creativity to deal with a situation.
Big budget projects pay the bills and every actor needs some of these projects but if she were able to find an
independent movie in which her character is forced to show some real 'grit' it could be a career changer for an
actress who has already achieved a status that very few people ever attain in Hollywood: working actress.
Her impressive performances in projects such as "Saul: The Journey to Damascus", "Teen Lust" and "Lost Girl"
have put her on the radar screen of some of the top Hollywood casting agents, producers and directors and now
she just has to provide them the one 'signature' performance that will make her an acting commodity that they
must have.
In 2015 she will likely be one of the most intriguing actresses for independent filmmakers looking for a lead
actress which could make for the ultimate work marriage: an independent filmmaker needing an actress of star
talent meeting Emmanuelle Vaugier, an actress in need of a role in which she can show her 'grit'. If this meeting
takes place than fans should get ready for the emergence of Emmanuelle Vaugier from the realm of talented
actress to Hollywood leading lady star.
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